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THE “WHY”
From the time PUSD went into emergency remote learning, the 

Curriculum, Instruction & Professional Development and ITS 

EdTech teams have been researching best practices in instruction, 

online instruction and technology use as they pertain to student 

learning.  Information in this presentation is a summary of the 

findings and provide an explanation as to why the acceleration of 

learning model was decided upon as the best option to assist our 

students progressing  in their learning.



INTRODUCTION
The idea of acceleration has been primarily 
applied to students whose academic capabilities 
are viewed as needing additional challenges. In 
the present model, students who are “behind” 
grade level standards are provided content that 
is below grade level nearly 75% of the time. 
Research  gathered on education after hurricane 
Katrina has shown that this has not been 
effective in closing the achievement gap. As an 
unintended consequence, this  practice has 
resulted in assisting in widening it.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8TOl4_JtZ0


…poorly enough to threaten charter schools’ existence.

After Hurricane Katrina, elementary schools in 
New  Orleans that emphasized skill recovery 
(i.e.  remediation) found that students scored 
poorly on  state accountability tests…

Remediation has not been shown to be effective at scale.

https://www.crpe.org/thelens/what-post-katrina-new-orleans-can-teach-schools-about-addressing-covid-learning-losses

https://www.crpe.org/thelens/what-post-katrina-new-orleans-can-teach-schools-about-addressing-covid-learning-losses


https://www.crpe.org/thelens/what-post-katrina-new-orleans-can-teach-schools-about-addressing-covid-learning-losses

Why are we accelerating rather than 
remediating learning?

https://www.crpe.org/thelens/what-post-katrina-new-orleans-can-teach-schools-about-addressing-covid-learning-losses
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In the fall of 2020, TNTP conducted the Pasadena Unified School District Academic 
Diagnostic to gain a deeper understanding of student access to the four key resources 
at the heart of high-quality academic experiences.

1. Strong Instruction
2. Grade-appropriate Assignments 
3. Teachers with High Expectations
4. Deep Engagement 



Remediation often focuses on 
drilling  students on isolated skills 

that bear  little resemblance to 

current curriculum.

Activities connect to standards 
from  years ago and aim to 

have students  master content 

from years past.

Accelerated Learning strategically  
prepares students for success in 

current  grade-level content.

Acceleration readies students for 
new  learning. Past concepts and 

skills are  addressed, but always in 

the purposeful  context of current 

learning.

ACCLERATED LEARNING  -vs- REMEDIATION





Implications of Fall 2020

●

●

○

○



● 2020-21 Grade 
Improvement 
Incentive Plan

● Grading Study (CA 
Education Partners)

● Scope & Sequence 
adjustments for 
essential skills

● Student-centered and  
Standards-based 
coaching

Supports

Grading Curriculum & PD

● Credit Recovery in 
Spring 2021

● Summer School 2021
● Jumpstart 2021

Intensives 







The 
Instructional 

Core 

Students 

ContentTeachers 

● Relationships (Launch)
● Think Tank & Leadership Team
● Personalized Learning Time

● Curriculum Review
● Adaptive programs and resources

● Professional Development
● Instructional Coaching 



Questions?
marchesso.jodi@pusd.us

hill.helen@pusd.us

Thank you
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